The ensemble design allows analysis of the relationship between various regional 120 measures of SRM-S efficacy and the overall global warming or CS of the model variant. 121
Regional SRM-S efficacy-defined here as the fractional extent that SRM-S can return 122 regional climates from the no-SRM case toward the baseline-can be expressed in both 123 relative and absolute terms. These measures are averaged for presentation using three 124 different weightings: each region is unweighted; each is weighted by its population; or 125 each is weighted by its economic output. [ 
23] 126
To assess the diversity of likely regional preferences for the amount of SRM-S, 127
we first consider OD*, the change in optical depth that returns the region's climate closest 128 to its baseline (the origin in Figure 2 ) in terms of combined interannual standard 129 deviations of temperature and precipitation. We also consider regional anomalies (the 130 variability-normalized regional temperature, precipitation, and combined temperature and 131 precipitation changes) for variously weighted mean-OD* and the ratio of regional 132
anomalies at global-mean-OD* to those associated with no SRM. However, the mean and standard deviation of regional anomalies at mean-OD* 168 increase with modelled warming (Supp Figure S5) , again regardless of weighting. On 169 average across the ensemble, at OD* these SRM-modified climates are slightly warmer 170 and drier than their baseline climates, as is physically expected [21, 22] . The higher 171 regional anomalies are driven by amplified regional drying in high-CS worlds; there is no 172 statistically significant relationship between modelled warming and the magnitude of 173 regional temperature anomalies with SRM-S set at mean-OD*. As a proxy for regional 174 impacts with SRM, the higher mean anomalies imply that SRM-S is less effective overall 175 as a substitute for mitigation in higher sensitivity worlds -precisely when SRM-S seems 176 most likely to be deployed. Higher standard deviations of regional anomalies in higher 177
Conversely, the mean and the standard deviation of the ratio of regional 180 anomalies at mean-OD* to anomalies with no SRM-S decrease with modelled CS and 181 decrease over the length of the simulations (Supp Figure S6) . By these measures, SRM-S 182 is more effective and equitable at reducing the risk from climate change when CS is high. We have explored how much existing assessments of SRM-S, by using standard 207
GCMs with near-median CS, may ignore important contingencies. As noted above, a 208 major motivation for studying SRM is to evaluate its potential effectiveness as insurance 209 against higher-than-expected sensitivity of climate to radiative forcing due to greenhouse 210 gases. We find that SRM-S is least effective in returning regional climates to their 211 baseline states and minimizing regional rates of precipitation change under precisely such 212 high CS conditions. On the other hand, given the very high regional temperature 213 anomalies associated with rising greenhouse gas concentrations under high CS, this is 214 also where SRM-S is most powerful in reducing change relative to the no SRM-S 215 
Statistical Analysis 275
For each of the 43 model variants we average output over a 10-member initial condition 276 ensemble to improve the signal-to-noise ratio. All best fits shown were fitted using least-277 squares regression. (See Supplementary Table S1 for all regression coefficients and 278 corresponding p-values.) The latter are calculated using standard assumptions including 279
Gaussian noise, which may be misleading, particularly in the far tails. We therefore do 280 not specify p-values beyond 2 decimal places. 281 
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